
40 & 44 HPMX/IDF Carburetor Tuning Instructions
At EMPI we realize that the existing jets in the 40 and 44 HPMX/IDF Carburetor will not be suitable for every engine size or application. Included in
this kit is a jet assortment to assist in tuning to a specific application. If additional jets are required they can be purchased from an EMPI dealer. If you
need to make a jetting change, here are some helpful directions:

Remove jet package from top of carburetor with a
flat blade screwdriver.

Idle Jets: The idle jets are on the outside
of the carburetor under the fuel inlet
(See Photo). If changing idle jets,
remove the jet and o-ring from the side
of the carburetor. Separate the jet from
the holder by pulling them apart.
Replace with new jets and reinstall. Be
sure to push the o-ring back against the
screw head.
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When replacing a jet make sure they have an
interference fit. If the jet is too loose spread the tangs
slightly to insure it does not fall out during
installation. Be sure not to over tighten jet package
when installing.
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These parts are supplied for Carb kit's # 43-7315 with Weber 40 IDF and 47-7315 with
EMPI 40 HPMX with single carburetors. These changes should be made before installation.

Qty Description Part # Size
2 Main Jet 43-5305 130
2 Air Corrector 43-5413 160
2 Idle Jet 43-5546 55
2 Pump Jet No Change
1 Pump Ex. Valve 43-5652 50
2 Aux. Venturi No Change
2 Venturi No Change
2 Emulsion Tube 43-5674 F 7
1 Needle Valve No Change

These parts are supplied for Carb kit's # 43-7316 with Weber 44 IDF and 47-7316 with
EMPI 44 HPMX with single carburetors. These changes should be made before installation.

Qty Description Part # Size

2 Main jet 43-5305 130
2 Air corrector 43-5413 160
2 Idle jet 43-5546 55
2 Pump jet No Change
1 Pump ex. Valve 43-5652 50
2 Aux. Venturi No Change
2 Venturi 43-5609 32
2 Emulsion tube 43-5674 F 7
1 Needle valve No Change



Replacing venturis and pump exhaust valve
After removing the jet package, remove the 4 nuts holding the velocity stacks on.
1. Remove the 5 screws holding the top on.
2. Lift the top straight up and off.
3. Unscrew and lift out the pump jets - Be careful of copper washer under the jets.
4. Pull the auxiliary venturi straight up, they may be tight. Be sure that the springs are facing out when re-installing.
5. Remove the lock nut and setscrews holding the venturis in. The venturis will lift out with your fingers. Be sure to re-align the setscrew indention when

installing the new venturis.
6. While the top is off, remove the pump exhaust valve located at the bottom of the float bowl with a flat blade screwdriver.
7. When installing the new pump jet here is a very helpful hint: Use an extended jet holder from one of the jet packages and push the exhaust pump valve

just slightly into the holder. You can now start the valve into the carb base, pull the holder off and finish tightening the valve with a screwdriver.
You are now ready to re-assemble the carburetor.
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